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The Narrative of EQA

• I am going to talk about:

• Definitions and nomenclature

• What is the EQA process?

• Regulatory systems and structure of the NHS in the 

UK

• What does EQA look like in practice?

• Performance surveillance of Laboratories and post-

market surveillance of kits/methods/products

• Numbers, numbers and interpretation

• Reference methods and commutability

• Scoring systems and Scheme design

• a rejection of the blind adherence to too many 

statistics on too few data points
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Definitions of EQA

• Some call it ‘External Quality Assurance’

• I prefer External Quality Assessment

• It is retrospective, and though part of a bigger 

system, it in itself cannot ‘assure’, neither can it 

‘control’.  It can assess, it can influence and it can 

point the way forward, it can drive improvement but it 

can’t ‘assure’ that everything will always be right all 

of the time.

• Total Quality Assurance is IQC + EQA + Training + 

Education + Accreditation + Audit etc etc

• External Quality Control
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External Quality Assessment

Scheme  USER

External Quality Assessment

Scheme  PROVIDER

5. RESULTS from all

participating USER laboratories

analyzed  and a report indicating

the performance of an individual

laboratory's performance in

relation the performance of  all

participating laboratories

1. Clinical material dispatched
to the USER laboratory

2. Clinical Material  received
by the USER laboratory

4. Examination results
returned to the External

Quality Assessment scheme
PROVIDER

3. Clinical material examined
by the USER laboratory and

the results recorded

6. Report indicating the

performance of an individual

USER laboratory's performance

in relation to the performance of

all participating laboratories

7. USER laboratory reviews its

performance in relation the to the

performance of  all participating

laboratories and takes action to

remedy any problems

The EQA Process
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The UK is either the best in the world

or is struggling for funding (fake news?)

It is true that treatment is free at the point 

of contact

9



The NHS
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complicated structure across England

Now having SSTs of 1 to 2 million people  

where Labs and hospitals and local government 

don’t always cover same geographical locale!



The Regulatory Environment



Pathology Quality Assurance 

Review Jan 2014



ISO 15189:2012
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ROLE OF EXTERNAL QUALITY 

ASSESSMENT

EQA provides assessment of:

• the overall performance (state of the 

art)

• the influence of analytical procedures

(method, reagent, instrument, 

calibration)

• individual  laboratory performance

• the specimens distributed

EQA PROVIDES AN EDUCATIONAL

STIMULUS TO IMPROVEMENT

EFFECTIVE EQA

To be effective, EQA must be accepted

and seen as useful, requiring:

• full, regular participation

• specimens treated as routine

• confidence in scheme design

• remedial action taken

Organising centre  Participant 

   
 

Prepare specimens 
 

 

 

 
Examine specimens 

   

 

 

 
Analyse results 

 

 

 

 
Report results 

 

 

 

  

 
Prepare report 

 

 

 

 
Evaluate performance 

 



Scheme Design

For EQA success, participants must have confidence in the 

scientific validity as well as the reliability of its operation, or 

they will not take action on information from the scheme

• sufficient recent data, achieved through:

• frequent distributions

• at least 4 per year

• monthly ideal

• multi-specimen distributions

• rapid feedback of performance information

• before the next distribution

• few days ideal

• faster using our web service!

• an appropriate basis for assessment

• stable, homogeneous specimens

• behave like clinical specimens

• reliable and valid target values

• effective communication of performance data

• a rolling time window scoring system

• structured, informative and intelligible reports



SCORING

 Participation (return rate) 

 Non-analytical errors ('blunders') 

? Accuracy (total error) – single survey 

 Accuracy – running 

 Imprecision – NO !  must assess from IQC 
. . . 

 Bias – running 

 Consistency of bias - running 
 

 

• Purpose of scoring:

• comparison of performance 

over:

• Requirements of scoring:

• robust

• independent of other 

participants' performance

• a 'z score' (SDD, SDI)

based on observed SD is 

not satisfactory in my 

opinion despite it being 

widely used across the 

world

Time Place

Individual lab  

All participants  

yes √

√

√

√

√

√

√

No

yes

yesyes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes



• There are:

 Specimen level statistics

 Rolling time window level statistics

 Laboratory-specific

 Method-specific

 Overall [all laboratories, all methods]

• A set of three complementary scores:

• A is for Accuracy (total error)

• B is for Bias

• C is for Consistency of bias

• Percentage bias:

• bias = (result - target) / target * 100 %

• transformed bias:

• = bias * 'degree of difficulty factor' 

[normalised]

'THE ABC OF EQA' ~ Basic 

Scheme  Statistics and Nomenclature

• The role of EQA within the overall 

QA setting

Our scores are unashamedly 

robust, trend [data] scores.  This 

is their strength

• If you want to know if your run, 

batch or day's work is fit to be 

released then you must operate a 

good, robust IQC programme as 

part of your total QA policy

• EQA data is by its very nature 

retrospective.  It is not intended 

to allow you to pass or fail each 

assay run.  It does, however, give 

an incredible amount of valuable 

information that is impossible to 

glean from IQC data alone



The basics of EQA

• EQA gives information on relative bias

• If the specimens are commutable and reference methods 

are available, EQA can give information on absolute bias

• The frequency of testing, the scheme design and 

concentration levels addressed are crucial in assessing 

whether the data from EQA is relevant and truly 

meaningful



The Basics of the ABC 

Scoring system

• Each of these 3 scores is calculated over a rolling time window

• Each 'running score' comprises data (results) from many specimens

•they are therefore always being updated with fresh current data,

and at the same time historical data drops out of the 'time window’:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6

7
8

9

•The time window we have employed has been set at 6 distributions (equivalent to 6 

months) for 

'standard schemes’ (3 specimens monthly)

•In order to obtain sufficient data from less frequently assessed assays, a period of 

12 months may be required 

[Though the details are dependent on individual schemes, the principle holds true for 

any UK NEQAS Birmingham scheme]



Implement

change

Observe current

practice

Set standards

Compare practice

with standard

EQA reinforces

best practice

EQA demonstrates need

for education / new 

guidelines

EQA as audit - a quality 

improvement cycle



Educational EQA and Knowledge 

Gain

State-of-the-

Art

(after survey)

Standarisation
precision

‘sensitivity’

‘specificity’

Reference 

methods

Measureme

nt Domain

Reference

materials

accuracy

State-of-the-Art

(before survey)

Clinical

validity

Analytical

validity

Service 

quality

Commercial

interests

Laboratory 

resources

Technical 

Domain

Instrument

constraints

Marketing

Financial

issues

Competition
Practical 

constraints

Politics IQC

Knowledg

e Gain

EQA

Domain

Good

Scheme

Design

Research

literature

 sensitivity

 specificity

Clinical

Domain

Clinical 

opinion

Custom & practice



Clinicians Scientists

Professions

IndustryEQA

Laboratories

Government

DH / NHS NICE

JCTLM, NMIs

MHRACPA / UKAS

trueness, traceability

training, best practice, audit

standards
comparability

safety

policy, national standards

funding

Patients



QUALITY IN 

LABORATORY MEDICINE

"FIT FOR PURPOSE"

• Right result

• Right test

• Right time

• Right specimen

• Right patient

• Right reference 

data

• Right cost

Elements of a Quality System

• Quality assurance

• all measures taken to (try to) 

assure quality

• Internal quality control

• analytical precision 

(reproducibility)

• External quality assessment (EQA)

• analytical trueness (lack of bias)

• Audit

• local appraisal of adherence to 

(local) guidelines & standards

• Accreditation

• external appraisal of adherence to 

objective professional standards



Triangle 1 - quality 

specification and 

customer satisfaction

QMS Customers

Analysis

• Do I have a Quality System and 

do I audit it?

• Do I have a Quality Manager?

• Do I have quality specifications 

for each investigation?

• Do I have appropriate IQC?

• Are IQC data reviewed regularly 

and acted upon in real time?

• Do I have appropriate internal 

audit with documented 

preventative and corrective 

action?

• Are adverse incidents 

appropriately identified, 

recorded & acted upon?

• Are all staff appropriately 

trained?

• Do I have a complaints log?

• Do I assess and review 

customer satisfaction?



EQAS Manufacturers

Laboratories

• Am I using the right method?

• Do I understand its 

characteristics and limitations?

• Are my IQC materials 

appropriate?

• Are my calibrators and reagents 

in date?

• Do I know who to speak to at 

the company?

• Do I have the latest method 

information?

• Does the company respond 

adequately to enquiries?

• Is my IQC OK in respect of 

clinical applications and 

requirements?

• Is my method correctly 

classified in the EQA scheme?

• Does my EQAS performance 

reflect that of the method 

group?

Triangle 2 - method 

selection, evaluation and 

IQC/EQA



EQAS

NQAAP

Laboratories

• Do I understand the role of 

Steering Committees and 

Specialist Advisory Groups?

• Do I understand the role of the 

NQAAPs and JWG?

• Is my EQA provider accredited 

to ISO17043

• Are my EQA participation 

details correct?

• Is my method classification 

correct? 

• Do I understand scheme 

design?

• Do I get the most out of 

participation?

• Am I a poor performer?

• Do I respond quickly to poor 

performance correspondence?

SC/SAG

JWG

Oversight Bodies

Triangle 3 - EQA 

performance surveillance



EQAS

UKAS

Laboratories

• Is my organisation accredited 

to the appropriate Standard ?

• ISO 15189 for labs 

• ISO 17043 for EQA 

schemes

Accrediting Body

Triangle 4 -

Accreditation
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Gender differences

Interference in 

Creatinine assays 

~ not some obscure 

medication or drug, 

but simple, plain old 

Glucose

This is mentioned in 

the OFU, but does 

everyone read 

these?

Are diabetics being 

over treated for 

kidney problems that 

aren’t there?
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Folate ~ change in assay from major manufacturer
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Folate ~ change in assay 

from major manufacturer
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Folate ~ change in assay from major manufacturer

Finlay MacKenzie’s

world famous 

‘Rainbow Trout Plot’!

The data is plotted by 

method across the x-

axis.

The concentration is 

on the y-axis. Every 

result is plotted.

The symbol shape is 

different for numeric 

and            non-

numeric data points.

The colour of each 

symbol represents 

the interpretation

that the participating 

Laboratory itself has 

categorised their own 

result.
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Folate ~ change in assay 

from major manufacturer
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Folate ~ Reference Intervals

~ [with B12 as an other example] 
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Gentamicin 

The top two plots

[1] and [2] are both 

from the same 

manufacturer.

One has a bias of 

+4% whilst the 

other has a bias of 

+16%.

Which one of its 

two methods does 

the manufacturer 

believe to be 

correct?

[1] [2]
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Clinical Chemistry

Candidate 

Reference Method 

Procedure for the 

Quantification of 

Total Serum 

Cortisol with LC-

MS/MS.

Hawley JM, Owen 

LJ, MacKenzie F, 

Mussell C, Cowen 

S, Keevil BG.

Clin Chem. 2016 

Jan;62(1):262-269.



Progesterone Harmony
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Gender differences Cortisol
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The nature of the beast 

is that since we want to 

use exciting endogenous 

levels in the Scheme, the 

male donations we get in 

through the door get 

used for Cortisol (and 

now General chemistry) 

so the effect that has 

always been there was 

largely over-

looked/ignored although 

my predecessor and 

some participants were 

aware of the potential 

problem



Cortisol

Lets look at a couple of pools over time

Look at the 3 domains that Roche exhibits for Pool C498 on a 

Youden Plot.  The 520/520 group used Gen I for both Distributions. 

The 390/390 group used Gen II for both Distributions  The 520/390 

group changed from Gen I to Gen II between Distributions.



Pool Stability

each graph is one pool with 

multiple methods
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Pool Stability

each graph is one method with multiple pools



December 2010
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What-if Mass Spec Candidate 

Reference Method Target

August 2015
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Mass Spec Field Method Target 

replaces ALTM

July 2017



Roche Gen I and Gen II Feb 2016 
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Roche Gen I and Gen II July 2017



Summing Up

• EQA gives information on relative bias

• If the specimens are commutable and reference methods are 

available, EQA can give information on absolute bias

• EQA can give trend data over many years

• EQA can underpin specificity, sensitivity and standardisation of 

assay systems

• EQA can ensure Guidelines are evidence-based and achievable

• EQA must be independent and scientifically and clinically driven
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Copyright:  UK NEQAS©

Wrong Result

Too Late

Wrong Place

A UK NEQAS Pre & Post Analytical Quality Monitoring 

Service

Wrong Outcome

Right Assay

Other Person

Wrong Sample

It’s not just about the Quality of the 

test

x x x
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Performance surveillance



Performance Surveillance

• Performance surveillance is a professional

responsibility

• In the UK:

• laboratory Director and staff

• Scheme Organiser

• National Quality Assurance Advisory Panel

• Joint Working Group on Quality Assurance

• [Medical Director of Trust/hospital]

'Failure' prompts investigation and education, 

NOT an automatic penalty



"But it's the 

Instrument's Fault"

• Increasing reliance on IVDs

• not a valid excuse for poor performance!

• In Europe:

• BS EN 14136:2004 Use of external quality 

assessment schemes in the assessment of the the

performance of in vitro diagnostic examination 

procedures

• In the UK:

• JWG guidelines for EQA scheme organisers in the 

management of problems with EQA performance of 

IVDs

• Scheme Organisers do contact suppliers

• more likely to be effective

• ?in parallel with contact to users



Manufacturer divergences

• The bad news

• individual manufacturers' methods do diverge

• method principles may also diverge

• some problems may be specimen-related

• some manufacturers deny there is a problem

• denial may last a long time

• The good news

• manufacturers do respond (eventually)

• (proactive) constructive dialogue with UK 

NEQAS

• responsiveness increases with experience


